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Part II: Hadewijch

Approach the altar

 your hands close to nothing

 your hands cup sounds

 milk-thin      and egg-white

 Approach the altar, sure   feet

 shells falling from irises unfocused

 unfelt  coming fast as blue

 Approach the altar

 we tremble   after, uncontainable

 sanctity, flushed carbon

Approach Approach Approach
        
 the petit a mort
 the climax a shadow

Part I

Now begin: first   thereafter  and then
and add
thereafter and
finish it

quickly.

Experience proves that matter is not a part of  the essence.

Instead, lay
 on the  as those under  that with the   on the
Finish
  in the        in the   and under the
Set         Strike   the
  one makes the cross
Strike  Make  Lay    with the    Make with the
 Strike it and make Close off    and make 
Finish  Put    Make       Make

Finish
finish it
finish it
quickly.

No whole is distinguishable from these parts   no essence from this material
what has joined these together       what has been

what has been       complete
 in separable from itself,   penetrable

    seek essence in materiality, one shall inevitably
            arrive at the smallest part

 no longer forced by extreme  distress,
   we shall no longer use his name

so many parts       the smallest part
   his name
       intended
           to   be

  instead, renounce this
  still absence

 incomprehensible un    countable

 Instead   finish it
    finish it
    finish

It is completely un    reasonable   
 that a body, of  itself  finite
 should consist of     infinite    parts
  

         It is completely unreasonable

Part III: De Stijl
Solitary and alone

 a perfect circle a perfect circle is perfect as a line the perfect line the perfect straight line the perfect line the  
     perfect eternal ray        perfect-eternal ray   the perfect ray  
       a perfect circle all radius no termination of  line a perfect circle eternal

That was our last meeting

 this figure is open  prolonged on any side  its essential character becomes closed
its essential character excludes all boundaries  this figure is open  this figure is born from itself  
its essential character is openness      the actual and real unbounded  this figure is prolonged its essential 
character is prolonged  its essential character is terminated       this figure is abrupt 
  this figure is a perfect circle its essential character  is eternal this figure becomes closed    its essential 
character is absurd its essential character is abrupt abruptly this figure is      terminationThat was our last meeting

Part IV

wordless

life perishes around me.

I have termed  I have used  I have accomplished I have determined I have obtained
close  the work  we performed  together

collaborative
 memory

that was our last meeting
solitary and alone

Climbing the ladder
 

you threw it away
 

silence abrupt

no need now for the perils of  language,
 complexions of  sound

one tone only
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